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Measuring Strangeness Production From Relativistic Collisions Between
Pairs ofNuclei Using a Vertex Time Projection Chamber

Christine A.Byrd and W.J. Braithwaite
Department ofPhysics and Astronomy
University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Little Rock, AR 72204

Abstract

At collider energies of 200A-GeV, tracking ofcharged particle pairs originating from neutrals is dominated by singly-
strange KJ.' decays. Counting the number of secondary vertex pairs is a method of measuring the strangeness production.
The VTX is a four-layer micro-strip gas time projection chamber being designed for use with the STAR instrument in an
experiment using the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider under construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Simulated
pixel data generated from CERN's Monte Carlo detector-modeling program Geant were put into tables using the TAS
sorting structures available from the STAR Collaboration. The response of VTX was mapped for charged pion pairs
emerging from each secondary vertex resulting from the decay of a neutral kaon. Grouping each set of two charged pions
ofopposite sign which originate from a vertex distinct from the collider vertex is the method being presented for measur-
ing strangeness production. This method has three steps: (1) removing all charged particles originating directly from the
collider vertex using established methods, (2) identifying which <4 residual pixel tracks in the 4 micro-strip TPC planes
belong to which particular individual pion, and (3) grouping these secondary pions into the appropriate pairs. Research
presented will concentrate on steps (2) and (3) in identifying each KJ.' in order to measure strangeness production.
Backgrounds were generated as part of the simulation process, and to help in the elimination ofbackgrounds, rough-set
analysis was used to fine tune algorithm parameters using exemplars which are available from simulation data in TAS
Tables.

Introduction

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is under
construction at Brookhaven National Laboratory. RHIC
willaccelerate pairs ofgold nuclei to a kinetic energy of
2()()A-GeV which gives each gold nucleus in a colliding
pair over 100 times its rest mass energy. The Standard
Model predicts pairs of colliding gold nuclei will form a

Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP), a state in which quarks and
gluons are deconfined. The emergence of a large amount
of strange matter is one signature of a QGP (Schukraft,
1993; Harris and Miiller, 1996). Strange quark produc-
tion is found by detecting kaons and lambda particles
which contain strange quarks, kaons being much more
abundant in the aftermath of each central collision.

Detection of QGP by examining its decay products
using the Solenoidal Tracker (STAR) Detector at RHIC is
discussed by Byrd, et al. (1995). They emphasize one of
six sub-detectors: the Vertex Tracker (VTX) which is a
small, low-mass, high-resolution, vertex time projection
chamber with a micro-strip read-out. A VTX is designed
to track at smaller polar angles with more space-point pix-
els per track while putting less material in the path of sec-
ondaries (Angellini et al., 1990), as compared with a sili-
con system in this region.

A rough-set based algorithm for grouping particle tra-

jectory data in the VTX has been described, with
emphases on tracking charged secondaries (Clark et al.,
1995). This algorithm used artificially intelligent decision
making techniques, kinematics and vector analysis to
resolve and separate charged particle trajectories in the
VTX.Grouping charged pion secondaries from KJ.' decays
is the focus of the present work since counting the num-
ber ofKJ.' decays willbe used to measure strangeness pro-
duction.

Simulation data used to develop the delayed grouper
were obtained using Monte Carlo simulations run on
Geant (Geant, 1994), the CERN detector modeling code,

and made available to the STAR Collaboration in a con-
venient form called TAS, a general purpose analysis pro-
gram for event-based data processing (Olson, 1993).
These simulation data were generated for the VTXin the
presence of a momentum-defining external magnetic
field; however, for grouping purposes this external mag-
netic field may be ignored. TAS consists of modules con-
taining tracking software and information about the
detector geometry. Processing is a sequence of steps from
raw data into physics summary data using data structures
called TAS Tables. Tables are 2-D objects with columns
and rows which record data at any stage of event process-
ing.

Grouping of the delayed emission of charged pion
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pairs from K"decays has three parts: (1) removing
charged particles originating directly from the collider
vertex using established methods (Prindle, 1993), (2)
identifying which of <4 residual pixel tracks in the 4
micro-strip TPC planes belong to any particular individ-
ual pion, i.e., which hits in the multiple pad planes
belong to particular charged-pion track, and (3) grouping
these secondary pions into appropriate pairs consistent
with charged pions emerging from K" decay. These
delayed-grouping decision processes have been imple-
mented in a rough-set-based decision module where
rough set theory provides a method for the automated
generation of a compact rule base from a set of exem-
plars which is subsequently optimized using the develop-
mental data set (Clark et al., 1995).

Materials and Methods

The VTX design consists of a 20-cm long cylindrical
gas-filled drift volume with an electric fieldin the center
parallel to the magnetic field of the detector solenoid
(Angelini et al., 1990; Wieman and Gong, 1994; Wieman
et al., 1995). The read-out endplate is silicon substrate
with thin metal anode and cathode strips. When a charge
particle passes through the detector it ionizes the gas.
These ionization electrons drift up towards the 4 pad-
rows on each end of the VTX,and their signals are chan-
neled into the data acquisition system. Each pixel's z-coor-
dinate measurement is provided by a timing measure-
ment, with r and phi coordinates provided by an array of
crossing strips on the micro-strip endplates. This
approach allows tracking at small polar angles with up to
four space-point measurements per track.

Pixels from different vertex tracker planes associated
with individual charged particles promptly emerging
from the (primary) collider vertex are not interesting in
this study as they do not come from secondary vertices.
Prompt charged particles emerge from the collider vertex
at constant (6,<|)) in spherical coordinates. Figure 1 shows
the geometry of a VTX with four pad planes for use in a
high track density environment (Angelini et al., 1992;
Weiman et al., 1995). Most of the pixel activity in a vertex

tracker willcome from prompt charged particles and a
conventional prompt particle grouper will be used to
remove them. Removing them dramatically reduces the
effort needed in subsequently grouping the charged parti-
cles from secondary vertices.

Figure 1 shows four sets of (x,y,z) pixels associated
with each prompt charged particle. Each of these four
data points form a similar triangle which is the founda-
tion for the established method forgrouping charged par-
ticles (Prindle, 1993). For purposes of grouping the sec-

Fig. 1. A Schematic ofhalf a Vertex Tracker with readout
pads at one end of four concentric cylinders.

ondary particles, the small geometry of the VTX results
in each charged particle having a negligible path curva-
ture in the momentum-defining external magnetic field
(STAR, 1992). The prompt charged-particle grouper iden-
tifies pixels from the four different tracker planes caused
by the same charged particle by associating those four
pixels with nearly equal values of (0,())). Before beginning
to look for secondary vertices, allpixels from prompt
charged particle emission are removed by application of
the prompt grouping technique.

Identifying each individual pion from events in adja-
cent pad planes. Before beginning the reconstruction
of a KJ.' vertex one needs to identify which pixel set in
adjacent pad planes belongs to which individual charged
pion. Identifying an individual charged pion track from a
determination of the colinearity of hits for each set of
pixel groups in adjacent VTX pads must be carried out
without apriori knowledge of the location of the charged
pion's point of origin, i.e., the secondary vertex. This
point oforigin (the secondary vertex) occurs at whatever
point the Ki? happens to be when it decays, which is a
place distinct from collider vertex. A cross-product colin-
earity test is possible since the point of origin of each
individual pion is distinct from the collider vertex. (If
individual pions came directly from the collider origin
terms liker2 x r|,r,x r,and r,xr;iwould all give zero.)

The KJ.} vertex must occur at a position before the sec-
ond pad plane for the following individual (delayed) pion
grouping scheme to succeed. The idea for grouping an
individualcharged pion is to attempt to associate a pixel
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in pad 4 with a second pixel in pad 3 and a third pixel in
pad 2 using two different sets of colinearity tests. The
first test is between r,- r:,and r:(

- r2; the second test is
between r,xr,and r,xr,. Success willgroup three pixels
in pads 4, 3, 2. Ifsuccessful, this set of two colinearity
tests is repeated. The Kj.' vertex must occur at a position
before the firstpad plane for the following pion grouping
scheme to succeed. Now the first test is between r., -r2 and
r,-r,; the second test is between r.(xrL,and r,xr,.

Figure 2 shows the aggregation of results from a
number of these two different colinearity tests for group-
ing pixels with a particular individual charged pion from
one side of a Kj.' decay. Figure 2 (a.) uses difference angles
between two normalized difference-vectors connecting
pixels in adjacent pad planes, e.g., r4 -r3 and r:i

- r.,; and
Figure 2 (b.) uses difference angles between normalized
cross products connecting pixels in adjacent pad planes,
e.g., r,xr:(and r;!xrL). These two methods use two differ-
ent measures of the angular dispersion between vectors

connecting pixels in adjacent pad planes. Ineach method
an angular dispersion value is calculated and used as the
figure of merit in associating pad row pixel data with an
individual pion passing through the VTX. Geometry for
each pion from Kj.'decay is shown inFigure 3.

Once all the individual charged-pion tracks are deter-
mined, most of the pixel groups in the VTXpads should
have been assigned apart from known backgrounds. The
next step is to associate pairs of charged pions as coming
from a common secondary vertex (which occurs at what
ever point the Kj.'happens to be when it decays). There
are many charged pion tracks, but at most only two are
related to the same KJ.' decay, and the correct pair must

be determined from the know physics of the decay
process: KJ?

—
? n++n.

Results and Discussion

Two different ideas were used to test whether a pair

of individual pions come from the same Kj.' —* n+ + K~

decay, and these ideas willbe developed below. Figure 3
shows the geometry of a Kj? decay described in terms of
each pixel-coordinate position vector in each pad plane
for both charged pions, using the collider vertex as the
common coordinate origin. Apart from small distortions
due to the solenoidal magnetic field, these two pions
emerge from a common point, the decay vertex, with
these pion pairs forming a plane containing both the
decay vertex and the collider vertex. The direction of the
original Kj.' is given by a unit vector pointing directly away
from the collider vertex and pointing in the direction of
decay vertex at position (x,y, /.).

Opening angles between pion pairs were calculated
using TAS data from Geant with the solenoidal magnetic
field turned on, and realistic pixel data files were generat-
ed for pion pair emission from Kj.' decay. TAS data files
are used to provide coordinates in a format consistent
with pixel data from the VTX detector. These data were
used to generate the histogram of pion opening angles
from Kj.'decays inFigure 4.

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of a Kj.' vertex from its charged

pion decays.

Fig. 2. Two methods of individual pion track identifica-
tionin adjacent VTXpads.
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On the average the smaller Tt1opening angles shown
in Figure 4 correspond to larger values of linear momen-
tum for the decaying Kg. The general features of this dis-
tribution of opening angles may be used to narrow the
search space for finding conjugate pion pairs from the
group of individually-identified pions. This narrowing
can improve the computational efficiency of the algo-
rithm for grouping delayed pions.

Grouping pion pairs from individual Kg decays using
Method 1.

—
The position vector for each emerging pion

may be described in (xk
,yk, zk) rectangular coordinates in

terms of each pixel coordinate point in each VTXpad
plane for the collider vertex at (0,0,0). Ifa pion comes
directly from the collider vertex then its (xk,yk, zk)pixel
coordinates all fall along the same line, and they cannot
form a plane with the collider vertex. However, the direc-
tion of each pion emerging from a secondary Kg decay
vertex will form a plane with the collider vertex, and if
two pions come from the same Kg decay then they must
be in the same plane with each other and with the collid-
er vertex. Figure 5 is a histogram of the number of pion
pairs versus the coplanar angle between them in degrees.
Figure 5 gives a histogram of a figure ofmerit (coplanar
angle) in the test for coplanarity between any two candi-
date pion pairs, formulated as a single number, by recast-

ing the coplanarity test as a colinearity test between the
vector cross-products of candidate pion pairs.

Fig. 5. Histogram ofcoplanar angles between pion pairs,
each from a Kg decay.

Grouping pion pairs from individualK° decays using
Method 2.

—
Two separate sets of (x, y, z) values for the

coordinates describing each Kgdecay vertex may be calcu-
lated using the position vectors of the emerging pions to

provide the basis for a consistency test. Figure 3 shows
two (cross product) vector equations (six scalar equa-
tions) providing two separate sets of (x, y, z) values for
the same (x, y, z) coordinate describing a particular Kg
decay vertex. Although no one set ofcross-product vector

equations can provide a unique (x, y, z) position for the
vertex, a mix between these two sets of scalar equations
willallow two (x, y, z) positions to be calculated for the
same Kg decay vertex (Braithwaite and Braithwaite, 1995).
Thus, an alternate grouper approach for associating a
candidate pion pair withKg decay uses a consistency test:

the distance between the two calculated (x, y, z) sec-
ondary vertex points. This distance is used as a figure of
merit in deciding whether to group any two individual
candidate pion tracks as originating from the same Kg
decay. The histogram in Figure 6 shows most of the pion
pairs from K^ decay are consistent with a small distance
between the two independent calculations of the same
decay vertex (x, y, z), despite small magnetic field distor-
tions.

¦L Histogram: Difference in calculated
position of each secondary Ks vertex
reconstructed from itsn*+Jt* decay

5 \" M (¦ ¦ background

oDistance between two calculated vertex positions forsame K,(mm)

Fig. 6. Two (x, y, z) secondary vertex positions are calcu
lated foreach K^ decay.

The two methods described above promise to con-
tribute a qualitative but accurate grouping of candidate
pion pairs as arising from a K^ decay and provide its
'first-pass' momentum direction vector from its pion
decay pairs: from (0,0,0) to the average (x, y, z) decay
point.

Two different methods have been presented forTwo different methods have been presented for
grouping individual pions with particular choices of pix-
els and two different methods have been presented for
grouping pion pairs arising from a single K^} decay. As
shown in Figure 4, additional information such as the
probability of events versus opening angles was obtained
from the Monte Carlo simulations. Since a number of
choices were possible in the classification schemes, an
optimal choice using existing information should reduce
the adverse effects from backgrounds, so rough-sets theo-
ry was employed in constructing rule-based grouping
algorithms. Rough sets optimize decision rules by examin-
ing reference decision processes, and like artificialneural
networks, rough sets provide a completely data-driven
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Using a Vertex Time Projection Chamber

technique which may be used with inconsistent data
(Pawlak, 1982). The group/no group decision was includ-
ed for each candidate group and was set to one for com-
plete tracks and zero for background tracks. Rough set

software can then generate a set of if-then rules which
approximate the function of the reference decision
process (Clark et al., 1995).

The validation set consisted of more of this same
type of data with the decision attribute omitted but avail-
able elsewhere for validation of the model. The develop-
mental data set contained 138 candidate pairs; the valida-
tion set contained 98. The individual pion grouper cor-
rectly classified candidate tracks in 97% of the cases in
the validation sample using six rules. The pion-pair
grouper correctly classified 91% of candidate pairs in its
validation set using sixteen rules.

Effects of rough set rule generation parameters were
investigated using the pion pair data sets. Figure 7 shows
how rule complexity depends on the size of the rough-
ness parameter. Roughness may vary between zero and
one with a large value resulting ina small number ofvery
general rules, but when roughness is small many more-
local rules result. Figure 7 shows roughness had only a
small impact on the classification efficiency for this data.
However, iflarger backgrounds occur in the data acquisi-
tion than in these simulations, optimizing using rough
sets may be more helpful.

100

40

KO

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Roughness Parameter

Fig. 7. Effect of the roughness parameter on rule-base
generation forpion pairs.
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